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Cairngorms 

 

The moon was high, and shining bright,  

A traveller was lost in the night, 

The snow around him, a blanket of white, 

The traveller looks round in fright. 

 

A silent shadow on the ground,  

The traveller looks all around, 

But the night is quiet; there is no sound, 

The traveller knows not what he has found. 

 

The moon was high, and shining bright,  

A traveller was lost in the night, 

The snow around him, a blanket of white, 

The traveller looks round in fright. 

 

All of a sudden; through the snow, 

There appeared an old black crow, 

As it flew it spoke slow, 

“Tell me what I need to know.” 

 

The moon was high, and shining bright,  

A traveller was lost in the night, 

The snow around him, a blanket of white, 

The traveller looks round in fright. 

 

In his pocket a soft smooth stone, 

Inside that, an animal of bone, 

All of this creature remains unknown, 



The traveller wonders whether to let it go. 

 

The moon was high, and shining bright,  

A traveller was lost in the night, 

The snow around him, a blanket of white, 

The traveller looks round in fright. 

 

“Give the stone” seems to whisper the dawn, 

“Or your life will be withdrawn,” 

But in his pocket it is gone, 

His chance of escape seems to be none. 

 

The moon was high, and shining bright,  

A traveller was lost in the night, 

The snow around him, a blanket of white, 

The traveller looks round in fright. 

 

By Penny Capewell 
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